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Welcome to I-ASC

We are pleased to welcome you to the I-ASC community of individuals from the nonspeaking and neurodiverse

communities; their families; trained practitioners; and informed allies. Our mission is to increase communication access

for nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably speaking people globally, through training, education, advocacy,

and education.  We see a day when nonspeaking people will have equitable and supported access to all aspects of

lifelong education, employment, relationships and community! YOU are the heart of our community, we look forward

to working in partnership with you. 

I-ASC aims to be a resource for nonspeaking people, families, practitioners and advocates. We are constantly creating

new content which we will post on our website, Facebook page, and Instagram.  We would love to hear from you! 

 What resources would you like to see, what would you like to share?  Please email us at info@i-asc.org.  Are you or

someone you know committed to serving nonspeaking individuals?  Email training@i-asc.org to learn about becoming

a S2C Practitioner! 

I-ASC believes that nonspeaking, minimally and unreliably speaking people are THE subject matter authorities. As such,

we are pleased to have the guidance, expertise and direction of 5 paid nonspeaking young adults who form the

Nonspeaking Leadership Council who will be electing another 5 nonspeaking leaders. I-ASC is also connecting

neurodiverse and neurotypical young adults who are passionate about change to join together in advocacy. Learn

more about the I-ASC Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network initiative in this newsletter. 

We are looking forward to building a strong network of nonspeakers who spell and type, their families, practitioners,

and informed allies.  I-ASC has plans for several exciting events in 2020, so keep an eye on our website and social

media!  Finally, thank you for being a part of our nonspeaking commUnity! We want to hear your stories, share your

writing, pictures, listen to your ideas - email us at info@i-asc.org.  Please follow and share on i-asc.org, Facebook and

Instagram and do not hesitate to reach out to us! Together, we are a mighty voice! 

Spell on!   

-Elizabeth
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I-ASC aims to be a
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nonspeaking

people, families,

practitioners and

advocates."

-EV



As a Registered S2C Practitioner, presuming competence is the heart and soul

of what I do every day. But it wasn’t that long ago that the term was unfamiliar

to me. I remember with great clarity when I sat down with Elizabeth Vosseller

for a bit of “Spelling to Communicate (S2C) 101” training. As a graduate with a

degree in Communication Sciences and Disorders, I was listening to her talk

about Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area in the brain, and the primary motor

cortex. It wasn’t completely unfamiliar to me but it had been a while since I had

studied the parts of the brain and a refresher was definitely in order! When I

first heard the words “presuming competence” it was explained to me like

this…”I don’t expect that you KNOW all of this information, but I presume that

you CAN and WANT to learn all of this information.” Of course she was

absolutely correct, I was interested in acquiring the knowledge and now I could

speak to you about all of these parts of the brain in my sleep! The question is,

why wouldn’t we want to grant this same presumption of competence to

ANYONE we meet, regardless of whether or not they speak? 

Simply put, presuming competence means to assume an individual has the

ability to think, learn and understand - and is not required to prove this to us!  It

means to assume that the individual is  capable  -   she just needs the right

systems and supports in order to help her succeed. So how can we as

practitioners, you as parents, and other individuals presume competence in our

spellers and nonspeakers? I’m glad you asked!  Here are  ten ways to presume

competence!

Visit https://i-asc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/What-is-Presuming-Competence-

1.pdf for the Presuming Competence Lesson

Ten Ways to Presume Competence in

Nonspeaking Kids and Adults

"I have a strong

connection to my

mom because her

and I have been

through most

everything together

including being

marginalized by

others who don't

know you."

-Nico

#1 Assume that an individual is aware and is able to understand,

 even if he is not able to show you his comprehension in a way that you are able

to recognize. Assume that he DOES understand when he is being spoken to and

of! It’s important to remember that eye-contact and silence are NOT the only

indicators of engagement and understanding. As we often say, “listening does

not have a look!"

10 Ways to Presume Competence

Kelly Berg-Practitioner
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I have a strong

connection with my

mom. Two

adjectives that

describe her are?

Loving and

Supportive

-ROY.

Ten Ways to Presume Competence in Nonspeaking 

Kids and Adults Cont'd....

#2 Talk to people normally, in an age-appropriate way.
No one likes being spoken to like a child, unless they are a child! Speak to each

individual as you would speak to any other individual that same age. Avoid

simplified language and baby-talk, unless of course, you’re speaking to an

actual baby!

#3 Include nonspeaking people in the conversation. 
Never speak in front of someone as if she is not right there.  Directly address the

person you are talking to, instead of going through another individual. If you

are a parent or a practitioner, encourage others to speak directly to your child or

to your student. Sometimes even just modeling this behavior is enough to

encourage others to think about and change the way they address individuals

who have a disability!   

#4 Allow time and space for nonspeakers to participate in group
conversations. 
For spellers, have a letterboard handy and give them the opportunity to

contribute to the conversation! Be patient and quiet as the person spells his

message. I was working with a student just yesterday who said, “One thing that

really makes my day is when people take the time to have a conversation with

me!” 

#5 Present age-appropriate content. 
Language, educational content, and books should be at age level. We refer to

this as, “Feeding the brain!”  You do not learn new things if you are not exposed

to new things! Pressed for time? I highly recommend audiobooks, podcasts,

TedTalks, video classes online such as Khan Academy, and YouTube classes like

Crash Course!  

#6 Practice communication often.  
For those of you working with your speller on the letterboard or other forms of

AAC, take the time to practice their communication skills as often as possible.

Practice makes PERMANENT! Believe, and project your belief, that she is capable

of mastering the motor skills to communicate. It’s not a rush to the finish line -

slow and steady often wins the race. Parents, even if you practice for ten

minutes a day, you will still be developing those good communication skills.

Progress will come and we bet your speller will thank you for it!
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“I definitely have a

close connection

with you mom.  You

have always been

there for me

whether I’m good or

not.”  

-Alsen 

Ten Ways to Presume Competence in Nonspeaking 

Kids and Adults Cont'd....

#7 Teach and use robust vocabulary.

Don’t withhold information or shy away from rich, age-level vocabulary. Use

the same language and vocabulary you would for any other person of the

same age! We all expand our vocabulary from exposure to new words.  If you

think this may be a new word - define it, just like you would for any other

conversation partner.

#8 Avoid interpreting what your speller is communicating to
you! 

 If a statement is unclear, ask the individual to tell you again or to elaborate.

With my students who spell to communicate, occasionally someone will say,

“Oh, they mean this!” However I am merely the “mailman” - delivering the

letters exactly as they have been presented to me! I would not interpret what

you have said to mean anything other than what you said! Ask for

clarification or elaboration if you don’t understand. 

#9 Presume competence in the BODY of the individual! 

This is a big one for our students. For example, you may not yet be able to

adjust your body into the perfect spelling position, push in your chair, or put

the letterboard back after our session, but I believe you CAN do it, and I will

support you by breaking down the tasks and coaching those steps no matter

how long it takes. Through patience and practice I believe you  can master

these skills! Parents, encourage your child to attempt difficult tasks like

making the bed or making a sandwich, but offer coaching, patience and

support to help them succeed. Celebrate every small victory along the way! 

#10 Support opportunities for your spellers to develop
friendships! 

In the immortal words of The Beatles, “I get by with a little help from my

friends.” We ALL need friendships, and nonspeaking people are no different.

Assume that friendships are meaningful and support opportunities to

develop them. At our center, we offer our nonspeakers opportunities to learn

in groups as well opportunities to develop friendships and motor skills - like

our games group and painting class. Online classes help bridge distance and

allow spellers from all over the world to connect!  Find opportunities for your

student or child to develop friendships!
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 The person I have a

strong connection

with is my brother.

We think the same

way. We have the

same interests with

respect to our goals

for the future.

-Lourdes

Ten Ways to Presume Competence in Nonspeaking 

Kids and Adults Cont'd....

Visit https://i-asc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/What-is-

Presuming-Competence-1.pdf for the Presuming

Competence Lesson

Websites where I did some of my research...

https://blog.theautismsite.greatergood.com/presume-competence/

https://emmashopebook.com/2013/03/07/presume-competence-what-

does-that-mean-exactly/

https://blog.brookespublishing.com/presuming-competence-what-it-is-

what-it-looks-like/
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There is no one in

this world I'd rather

chase, tickle and

love. Having Xavier

as my brother is the

best unique

experience ever.

-Mika

I-ASC members featured in film at Sundance

Film Festival
We are pleased to announce that I-ASC attended Sundance Film Festival this

year in celebration of our participation in and to support the documentary

film THE REASON I JUMP, which is based on the best-selling book by Naoki

Higashida. The documentary features three members of our community,

Benjamin McGann, Emma Budway and Elizabeth Vosseller as subjects in the

film. They are invaluable members of the I-ASC team and I-ASC is honored to

be part of this amazing film.

THE REASON I JUMP is an immersive film directed by Jerry Rothwell, which

explores the experience of nonspeaking autistic people around the world.

The film blends Higashida’s revelatory insights into autism, written when he

was just 13, with intimate portraits of five remarkable young people. It opens

a window into an intense and overwhelming, but often joyful, sensory

universe.

Acutely observed moments in the lives of each of the characters are

connected by passages from Naoki’s writing, in which a young Japanese boy

journeys through an epic landscape, gradually discovering what his autism

means to him, how his perception of the world differs, and why he acts in the

way he does and the reason he jumps. The film distills these elements into a

sensually rich tapestry that leads us to Naoki’s core message: not being able

to speak does not mean there is nothing to say.

Film Director Jerry Rothwell’s work includes the award-winning feature

documentaries HOW TO CHANGE THE WORLD, SOUR GRAPES, TOWN OF

RUNNERS, THE SCHOOL IN THE CLOUD, DONOR UNKNOWN, HEAVY

LOAD and DEEP WATER. His films have won numerous accolades including

two Grierson Awards, a Sundance Special Jury Prize, an RTS Award, the IDA

Pare Lorentz Award and a BAFTA nomination.

Benjamin McGann is a member of I-ASC’s Nonspeaking Leadership Council

and editor of the literary magazine In Words We Trust. He wants to create a

place where autistics and neurotypicals alike could safely and comfortably

express themselves creatively. He values every opportunity people get to

share their opinions openly. In his down time, you will find Benjamin fiercely

advocating for his nonspeaking brothers and sisters.
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I have a beautiful

relationship with

Morgen. She really

gets me. It makes

me happy when we

spend time

together. Great to

live with my best

friend."

-Maryn

Merger of the Nonspeaking CommUnity Consortium

(NCC) and the International Association for 

Spelling as Communication (I-ASC)

Herndon, VA - The Nonspeaking CommUnity Consortium (NCC) decided to

merge with and change its name to the International Association for Spelling as

Communication 

(I-ASC) based on the great deal of congruence in the missions of the two

organizations. NCC’s mission since its beginning has been to promote access

and communication choice for nonspeaking individuals through education,

research, and advocacy. In merging with I-ASC the component of training has

been added. As a merged organization I-ASC will be composed of members

from the nonspeaking, neurodiverse and disability communities; their families;

researchers; and trained professionals.

Emma Budway is a nonspeaking autistic who is passionate about advocating for

women like her. She is known for her efforts alongside her friends, the Tribe, to

make the world more accepting of the neurodiverse. Emma believes that art and

writing are powerful outlets especially for nonspeaking individuals.

Elizabeth Vosseller is honored to serve as the Executive Director for I-ASC. She

has worked with individuals with complex communication and sensory-motor

differences since 1995 in hospital, university and private practice settings. In

2013, she began using Assistive Technology to teach students the purposeful

motor skills to Spell to Communicate (S2C). Teaching motor versus cognition to

access communication, meaningful education and inclusion has been a game

changer for nonspeaking individuals. Elizabeth and I-ASC are committed to

ensuring ALL nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably speaking

individuals have access to communication through training, education,

advocacy and research.

All three of these individuals are a vital part of the I-ASC team and it is an honor

to have them represented in this powerful film and the Premiere at Sundance

Film Festival.

Sundance Cont'd
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I have a strong

connection with my

trainer Al. He

believes in me and

my abilities. Even

when I have a rogue

body moment he

gets me back on

task and never lets

it affect our

relationship. I'm so

grateful he is part of

my life, he is a true

friend.

-Declan

 

In an effort to expand on the amount of trained S2C Practitioners that are

available to work with nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably

speaking kids and adults, the first I-ASC S2C Practitioner Training Cohort got

started in October 2019. This 6-month, mainly on-line, training program

features instruction from highly skilled and experienced S2C Practitioners and

will be offered several times in 2020.  

Successful participants will be qualified to become registered S2C Practitioners

having successfully demonstrated the competencies and skills required to

support the communication of unreliably speaking individuals of all ages and

profiles.  

“I had the privilege of being a member of the very first S2C Practitioner Training

Cohort. Not only did I receive the instruction and coaching I needed to provide

communication support to my own unreliably speaking daughter, but it also

gave me a robust foundation upon which I built myself to become the

Communication Specialist at The Hirsch Academy. This training is an absolute

must for those wishing to support those with communication differences.” - Erin

McAlister, Atlanta, Georgia

Applications are now being accepted, so if you are interested in knowing more

about being a trained S2C Practitioner, please get in touch with us at 

training@i-asc.org.

Practitioner Training Info

Hello I-ASC Supporters! I’ve been having a ball working with the group of I-ASC’s

nonspeakers and speaking allies, ages of 18- 30, online through The Spellers &

Allies Advocacy Network We’ve been getting to know each other, talking about

access and inclusion and most importantly, advocating for nonspeakers. Most

recently, we’ve been creating memes that encourage presuming competence.

Check out I-ASC’s website and social media for more of our memes. Join in our

advocacy by sharing these memes with your friends and family on social media. 

Are you a passionate nonspeaker or speaking ally who is dedicated to

communication, advocacy, disability rights and collaboration?  We would love to

have you join us! All young adults who are passionate about nonspeakers are

welcome- self advocates and allies! Please tell your young adult friends and

family about our network and invite them to join. There is a join link on the I-ASC

website or send me an email at monica@i-asc.org. 

In solidarity and spirit, Monica 

(Coordinator of The Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network and I-ASC Leadership

Cadre Member)

Spellers & Allies Advocacy Network
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Monica Van Schaik-Practitioner


